
Mats Rudemo, April 5, 2005Solutions for problems in Examination in Statistial ImageAnalysis, Marh 15, 2005Problem 1. In a two-olour miroarray experiment images were obtained separatelyfor two olour hannels: red y5 (here orresponding to wild-type Arabidopsis) and green y3(orresponding to one transgeni Arabidopsis line). Figure 1 below shows to the left the signalintensity for the red hannel in one part of the array with 9 spots and to the right a detailwith the entral of these nine spots. The signal is registered in two bytes, and the signal thuslies between 0 and 216 � 1 = 65535. Consider modeling of images suh as the right part ofFigure 1.
Figure 1: Left: red hannel image of nine spots in a miroarray experiment. Right: a detailwith 25�25 pixels of the left image orresponding to the entral spot. In the images blakorresponds to high signal intensity.a) Formulate a statistial model for an image suh as the right part of Figure 1. Assumethat the registered intensity onsists of a sum of a signal part and a noise part. The signalpart is assumed to be onstant (with a given spot amplitude) within a irle with a given spotentre and a given spot radius. The noise part is assumed to onsist of normal variates witha onstant mean and a onstant variane. These noise normal variates are assumed to beindependent for di�erent pixels. The parameters orresponding to spot entre, spot radius,spot amplitude, noise mean and noise variane are assumed to di�erent for di�erent spots.Let S denote the set of spots. With eah spot s; s 2 S; we assoiate a set Asof pixels, in the present ase for instane a square of 20 by 20 pixels with thespot approximately in the enter. We assume that no pixel belongs to morethan one suh set, and some pixels may not be assoiated with any spot. LetY = Y (x) denote the (possibly transformed) intensity at a pixel, x, with pixelentre oordinates x = (x1; x2).Consider a spot s and pixels x 2 As. Let s = (s1; s2) be the spot entre ofspot s, and let rs(x) = kx� sk be the distane from pixel x to the spot entre.Assume thatY (x) = Bs 1��2s 1(rs(x) � �s) + bs + �(x); x 2 As (1)where Bs measures the intensity of spot s, bs is a onstant representing thebakground, 1(P ) = 1 if P is true and 1(P ) = 0 otherwise, �s > 0 is the radiusof the spot and �(x) orresponds to zero-mean noise at x. We assume that(�(x); x 2 As) are independent and normally distribution with mean zero andonstant variane �2e . 1



b) Suggest a method for estimating the parameters for a given spot based on data suh asthose shown in the right part of Figure 1.A suitable method is to use maximum likelihood. We disregard the possibilitythat some intensity values are saturated, that is, are above the upper two-bytelimit 216�1. (Note that at least in the right part of Figure 1 no intensity valuesare saturated.)The 6 parameters Bs; �s; s1; s2; bs; �e may be estimated by maximizing the loglikelihood funtionL = Xx2As logf 1�e�(Y (x)� Bs��2s 1(kx� sk � �s)� bs�e )g (2)where � is the standardized normal density funtion, �(y) = 1p2� exp(�y2=2).The log likelihood (2) an be maximized by standard iterative maximizationtehniques, e.g., quasi-Newton or Nelder-Mead. Suh algorithms are availablefor instane in the Matlab optimization toolbox.) Look at the images in Figure 1. Disuss how reasonable the di�erent assumptions for themodelling desribed in a) above seem.The assumptions are:� signal part is assumed onstant within a irle: seems ok� the noise part is assumed to onsist of normal variates with a onstantmean and a onstant variane: onstant mean and onstant variane seemok, normality di�ult to judge from �gure� the noise normal variates are assumed to be independent for di�erentpixels: independene does not seem so well satis�ed, note the stripe patternProblem 2.Eggs of parasites of swines an be deteted in feal samples from the animals. Figure 2shows images of eggs from seven subspeies of Eimeria parasites. Suppose that we want todisriminate between subspeies and that we have an image analysis algorithm that �nds theontour of the eggs and the distanes X and Y de�ned in the following way. We assume thatthe ontour of the eggs is onvex. Let P1 and P2 be two points on the ontour maximallyapart. Let X be the distane between P1 and P2. Let L1 be the line going through P1 andP2. Let P3 be the point on L1 midway between P1 and P2, and let L2 be the line through P3perpendiular to L1. Let Y be the distane between the two points on the ontour where L2rosses the ontour. Draw an image showing these points, lines and distanes. Put Z = Y=X.We want to disriminate between parasite subspeies by use of Z only. Consider for simpliitythe ase with two parasite subspeies.
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Fig. 1. Oocysts of group 1 (A: E. perminuta, B: E. polita, C: E. scabra), group 2 (D: E. spinosa) and group 3 (E:

E. debliecki, F: E. suis, G: E. porci) Eimeria spp.

A. Daugschies et al. / Veterinary Parasitology 81 (1999) 201±210 205

Figure 2: Figure from Daugshies et al. (1999) Di�erentiation between porine Eimeriaspp. by morphologial algorithms, Veterinary Parasitology 81, 201�210, showing egg shapesfor seven subspeies.
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a) Formulate a statistial model for disrimination between the two speies by use of Z.
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Figure 3: Drawing showing ontour of egg, X is the distane between P1 andP2 and Y is the distane between P4 and P5.Let X and Y be the distanes desribed in the legend of Figure 3, put Z = Y=X ,and let !1 and !2 denote the lasses orresponding to the two subspeies. Let�i denote the prior probability of lass !i, i = 1; 2, and let fi be the probabilitydensity of Z for an observation from lass !i.The problem of deiding if an objet omes from lass !1 or !2 is to be basedon observation of the orresponding feature variable Z. To �nd disriminationwe need further spei�ation orresponding to how ostly it is to make di�erentkinds of errors, that is the ost of hoosing lass !1 when !2 is true and vieversa. Let us assume that these ost are equal, and more spei�ally, that wewant to minimize the probability of mislassi�ation.From the ourse notes we know that the probability of mislassi�ation is min-imized if we use the following rule:prefer lass !i to !j if �ifi(z) > �jfj(z); (3)when Z = z is observed. Assume further that Z is N(�i,�2i ) in lass !i, i = 1; 2.Let us �rst assume that we have equal varianes in the two lasses. Thenit follows from (3) that we minimize the probability of mislassi�ation if weprefer lass !i to !j if(�i � �j)��2(Z � 12(�i + �j)) > ln �j�i : (4)whih gives linear disrimination.Let us now �nd a orresponding rule without the assumption of equal varianes.It follows that we shall prefer lass !i to !j if12(��2j � ��2i )Z2 + (�i��2i � �j��2j )Z + 12(��2j �2j � ��2i �2i )> ln �j�i�i�j : (5)We see that the border between the two regions where we should or should notprefer !i to !j is given by a quadrati funtion (quadrati disrimination).4



b) Suppose that we have images of n1 eggs of variety 1, and n2 eggs of variety 2. Giveformulas for estimation of the parameters in the model in a).We now have a training set with ni objets from lass !i, i = 1; 2. Fromboth lasses we assume that we have obtained independent random samples ofobjets. We assume further that the vetor Z is normally distributed with ex-petation vetor �i and variane �2i in lass !i. Let the observations be denotedZim, m = 1; : : : ; ni, i = 1; 2. Then it is natural to estimate the expetation inlass !i by �̂i = 1ni niXm=1Zim; i = 1; 2: (6)If we make no assumption on equality of the varianes we use the varianeestimates s2i = 1ni � 1 niXm=1(Zim � �̂i)2; i = 1; 2; (7)but if we assume variane equality we use the estimates2 = (n1 � 1)s21 + (n2 � 1)s22n1 + n2 � 2 (8)for the ommon variane.For the prior probabilities we use the estimates �̂i = ni=(n1 + n2), i = 1; 2.
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